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How to design a business success
The “Dacar” designed by Dana Avrish and Eyal Kremer, is an off road vehicle for professional
races, such as the Paris- Dakar Rally, custom-made for specialists and fanatic devotees. These days
it is exhibited in the Tel-Aviv Museum.

Gilet added one blade to her razor and expended her sales in 41%, Motorola designed the Razr and
the predictions estimate a growth of 50 %, Apple made it 5 times more thanks to the ipod, based on
genius design. More and more companies in the world assimilate the design process into their
organizational culture. How to do it, why in Israel the revolution had not yet completed and why the
engineers are the number one enemies of the public. As far as concerned the designer, of course.
Welcome to the design and innovation era.
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The Israeli Niche, the Dacar, designed by Dana Avrish & Eyal Kremer, will take part in Rally
Paris-Dakar 2008. Even if not, we want one like that.

Seems like the car industry in Israel exhausted itself years ago, somewhere in the period of the
‘Susita’/’Sabra’ in the early sixties, However, these days, two designers are trying to re-invent it:
Eyal Kremer that study Industrial design in Bezalel Academy, and Dana Avrish, Interior designer
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and Industrial designer for companies such as Alessi, San Pellegrino and Nike. The two get together
with Erez Avramov, specialist in developing racing cars, in order to realize a dream and design a car.

The DaCar is the result –an Israeli off-road vehicle that will be built hand-made in a limited edition
and will be designated to dedicated visionary. Its prototype is already being experienced in the
Negev dessert. “Due to the fact it is so expensive to develop new platforms, companies are sharing
the same platform and the industry become boring” explain Kremer, “the one who loves the motor
culture and has the money looks for excitements somewhere else. For example, manufactures like
the Lotus and TVR take an existence gear and the engine and produce all the other part from
scratch” he adds.
The Dacar that won the governmental award from the minister of Commerce and affairs and being
exhibit in Tel-Aviv museum, he is a frightful vehicle with strong and dynamic lines. “We did not
want to look like a normal vehicle, we gave ourselves a freedom with the design without trying to
cover the true purpose of the car”, says Kremer.
“Wealthy people and celebrities are the ones to invest in leisure vehicles” says Avrish and adds that
there are already some who take interest in it for different races like the one held in Egypt and the
one in Dakar. “The field of motor sport and off-road vehicles is fertile ground to creativity”
explained Avrish why choose to design an off-road vehicle. There is a room for a company from
Israel in these niche vehicles. “Bigger companies suffer from a huge bureaucracy and logistics that
cost millions of dollars therefore it become non worthwhile for them”. This has another implication;
the price tag of the Dacar has not been defined yet, however, low it won’t be.
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